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The paintings discovered and 
restored in the middle house 
on the former Short Row of 
Town Hall Square in Braºov 
represent the only known ex
ample of murals inspired by 
Hans von Aachen’s qvatvor  
evropae nationes drawings  
engraved by Jan and  
Raphael Sadeler (c. 1594) 
in monumental European 
Mannerist art.

In recent decades, restoration work  
undertaken in the premodern houses of 
the cities of transylvania has revealed 
that mural painting in late renais-
sance or international Mannerist style 
was a frequent component of their 
decoration.1 such phytomorphic and 
figural compositions are preserved in-
side the three houses situated at town 
Hall square no. 15–16 in Braºov 
(Kronstadt, Brassó), on its south side, 
between the Fish Market and the Black 
church court,2 which formed the pre-
viously called short row (Kurze Zeil 
am Ring), apple Market (Apfelmarkt) 
and, later, Fruit row (Obstzeile).3

My present contribution refers 
to the paintings in the middle house 
no. 16,4 in the principal room on the 
ground floor, with a floral ensemble 
on the vaults and featuring panels with 
mythological figures only on the west 
wall, datable to the first decades of the 
seventeenth century. the murals were 
discovered in 1991 but restored only 
in 2013, by a team coordinated by  
Maria Dumbrãvicean. 



Fig. 1. The ensemble of the three houses on the former Short Row in Braºov,  
today no. 15–16 Town Hall Square, after restoration.

Fig. 2. The ensemble of the three houses in the nineteenth century,  
detail of the drawing by Edward Hullverding, 1848,  

today in the Museum of Urban Civilization in Braºov.
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the house, like the others flanking it, saw successive phases of construc-
tion, in medieval times and during the renaissance.5 the access to the principal 
room is from the passageway parallel to the house, through a vestibule originally 
formed by the first two bays of the five extant, and separated by a wall, later 
removed, although its imprint is still visible; the walls and vaults of the space 
preserve a later linear black, white and grey floral decoration, rudimentarily ren-
dered. the entrance to the back room, with a much higher floor level and traces 
of decorative lines at the base of the vaults, is from the former vestibule as well. 

In the principal room, facing the square, the phytomorphic decoration does 
not cover the vaults in a regular scheme, as in other examples of the so-
called “transylvanian Floral renaissance”; here small flowers—buds and 

blooms with various efflorescences, short stems and linear stylized leaves—are 
painted on the white background, perpendicular to the edges of the cross-vaults. 
at the base of each vault segment, a single plant with a straight stem and a rich 
efflorescence in harmonious blue and brown tones is rendered, while in the 
centers of the vaults we see italianate wreaths (now very degraded), and on the 
surfaces of the penetrations there are bouquets of fruits and flowers. 

two rectangular panels of equal size with figural paintings were uncovered 
on the west wall only, centered according to the tympana of the vaults. they 
survive in a fragmentary state with the lower part lost, and the color layer seri-
ously degraded, due to the Kalkmalerei technique employed, the most wide-
spread technique for murals at this period, according to the painter-restorer. 
above them, grotesque masks hold garlands of flowers and fruits which hang 
down symmetrically. 

Each of the panels represents a pair of mythological deities, a god who stands 
beside a seated goddess in front of a central tree displaying a coat of arms. 

the better preserved image depicts Hermes and athena who, in this age 
characterized by an interest in alchemy and the esoteric, combined to form the 
motif of Hermathena, as indicated in my original report. Hermes is represented 
in profile, dressed all’antica, but “modernized” in accordance with the fashion 
of the decades around 1600, with a winged hat over his curls, holding the cadu-
ceus in his right hand and supporting a sword on his left shoulder, while athena 
wears armor and a feathered helmet. 

the Hermathena motif first appeared as Gualtiero scoto’s printer’s device, on 
the title-page of Pietro Bembo’s Historiae Venetae libri XII (1550/1551)6 and, 
subsequently, in emblem-books such as achille Bocchi’s Symbolicarvm quaestio
nvm de vniverso genere qvas serio lvdebat libri qvinqve (1555, with engravings by 
Giulio Bonasone, after the drawings of Prospero Fontana and Parmigianino),7 
and Girolamo ruscelli’s Imprese illustri (1566, with plates ascribed to Giacomo 
Franco and Girolamo Porro).8 the motif was painted as a hybrid figure, literally 



Fig. 3. francia, painting inside the principal room of the middle house in Braºov,  
first decades of the seventeenth century. 

Fig. 4. francia, engraving after Hans von Aachen’s drawings of the qvatvor evropae nationes,  
by Jan and Raphael Sadeler and dedicated to the cartographer Abraham Ortelius (c. 1594). 

source: https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/P_2013-7090-3. 
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expressing the fusion between eloquenza and sapienza, by Federico Zuccari in 
the caprarola Palace (1566–1569), on the vault of the cabinet of cardinal ales-
sandro Farnese, known for his penchant for the esoteric sciences. Bartolomäus 
spranger, court artist of the Emperor rudolf ii (1576–1612), painted a Her
mathena inside the White tower in Prague (c. 1585), while aegidius sadeler 
did an engraving (c. 1595) after a drawing by Hans von aachen (1552–1615),9 
the artist whose work is connected to the Braºov paintings. von aachen was 
the author of the drawings representing the allegories of the “Four European 
nations” (c. 1594), engraved by Jan sadeler (1550–1600) and raphael sadeler 
(1560/1561–1628/1632), and dedicated to the cartographer abraham Ortelius 
(1527–1598), as the caption declares: 

Clariss: et Doctiss: viro Abrahamo Ortelio, Geographo 
Regio, qvatvor evropae nationes. Joannes 
et Raphael Sadelerij authores, obseruant: ergo dedic.10 

the production details given in the lower part within the images show the series 
to have been executed in Munich, while Jan sadeler and Hans van aachen were 
in the service of Duke William v of Bavaria. 

In the specific context of the “Four nations,” the representation of Her
mathena in the engraving copied at Braºov has—exceptionally—a different 
connotation, as here it symbolizes France.11 identifying the graphic source 

enables us to piece together the lower part of the image which is lost at Braºov, 
but the paintings omitted the landscapes in the prints, as the format was changed 
from horizontal to vertical. athena is seated with the royal crown of France on 
her lap, below the central tree which supports the royal crest with three lilies in 
a laurel crown, and she holds the Medusa shield—as befits the goddess of war—
and a distaff, as patroness of the household, having also a loom behind her, 
weaving implements, woodworking tools and weapons at her feet; a battle scene 
is rendered in the background, to the left of the viewer. Hermes is presented as 
patron of arts and recreation, being surrounded by books, musical instruments 
and sheet-music, a painter’s easel, a tennis racket and balls, while that part of the 
background behind him features a banquet and a theatrical production. the en-
graving is lettered in the lower margin with six lines of verse in latin, disposed 
in three columns:

Numina bina mihi celebra[n]tur Pallas et Hermes,
Iste togæ præses, præses et illa sagi. 
Os mihi Mercurius praebet Tritonia me[n]tem; 
Hinc artes doceo discoq[ue] mille nouas. 
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Pulchraru[m] Mater Charitu[m], genetrixq[ue], lepore[m], 
Pugno, laboro, cano, dissero, fingo, iocor.12

the Braºov painter was clearly not familiar with the true colors of the coat of 
arms of France and transposed them from the engraving with three stylized 
black lilies (instead of gold) on a background of red (instead of blue).

in addition, the painting was originally framed by putti, whose fragmentary 
figures are preserved on each side of the panel, indicating the extremely high 
quality of the original painting: small winged shoulders and hands holding a 
bunch of grapes, a vase and a shield, respectively. the upper part of the frame 
is adorned with a mask and hanging garlands, and recalls the decorations in 
emblem-books.13

the second panel painted on the west wall, similarly framed, was damaged 
by the interventions of the 1990s, but spectacularly recovered by restorers in 
2013. as von aachen’s motif from the suite shows, it depicts spain, symbol-
ized by Juno and Mars.14 Juno is seated beside a standing Mars, shown here as a 
helmeted knight in armor with a sash across his chest,  in vogue around 1600, a 
drum by his foot, and a flag bearing a sheaf of arrows device in the crook of his 
arm. the lost details of the damaged painting are revealed by its graphic source: 
in the engraving, Juno wears the collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece, holds a 
pomegranate like an orb in her left hand, a scepter in the other, and the imperial 
spanish crown in her lap. Behind her is the peacock, her attribute, and at her feet 
there are exotic fruits, a treasure-chest and coin-purse, playing-cards, a vihuela, a 
globe showing america, Peru, Brasil, and the hypothetical continent Terra Aus
tralis, then instruments of navigation including a compass, an astrolabe and an 
anchor, as symbols of exploration, naval power and new World conquests. in the 
background, to the left, there are some soldiers playing cards and a lover who has 
brought along a guitarist to serenade his beloved, who leans out of the window 
of a house, while, to the right, an army and a fleet on the ocean are attacking a 
castle, already on fire. these elements were not represented in the painting, only 
the small heraldic shield above, which initially sported the coat-of-arms of spain, 
and the central tree whose dark tonality is still visible in the background of the 
rather deteriorated mural. the engraving is again captioned with six lines of verse 
in latin arranged in three columns: 

Regna tot una rego, quot caetera Numina ge[n]tes: 
Et cum possideam plurima, plura peto. 
Sed peto regna soli Coelestibus addere regnis, 
Huc mihi Mars, huc ars, huc referu[n]tur opes. 
Sydera me nigros duxere per equor ad Indos,
Quos ego nunc superis insero syderibus.15 



Fig. 5. hispania, painting inside the principal room of the middle house in Braºov,  
first decades of the seventeenth century. 

Fig. 6. hispania, engraving after Hans von Aachen’s drawings of the qvatvor evropae nationes,  
by Jan and Raphael Sadeler and dedicated to the cartographer Abraham Ortelius (c. 1594). 

source: https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/P_2013-7090-4. 
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Given that the designs are from a suite of four images, and the original inter-
nal architecture of the Braºov painted room has a symmetrical configuration on 
both longitudinal sides, it is reasonable to suppose that italy and Germany were 
once depicted on the east wall and were removed by later works. 

italy was evidently the first of the “Four nations” in Hans von aachen’s 
graphic series, as the inscription on a tablet in lower center shows, including the 
dedication to the cartographer abraham Ortelius. the caption underneath the 
image reads:

Me beat ingenium, pietas, ioca, suada, salesq[ue]; 
Et quicquid pulchri pulcher Apollo docet.
Singula dant reliquę mihi fert una o[m]nia tellus,
Arma, viros, palmas, æmula tecta polo. 
Orbis ego sum pulchra parens, oculusq[ue] Europae: 
Una Venus cunctas contineo Veneres.16

the allegorical scene shows a seated venus with the crowns of the major ital-
ian states on her lap, holding a cornucopia and an arrow; she offers an apple to 
apollo, who stands with a laurel wreath on his head, a viola da gamba, and books 
in his hands. a variety of objects litter the foreground: in the lower left corner, 
a fragmentary antique torso, a sculptor’s tools, an alchemical furnace, books, a 
croquet mallet and balls, a large ball and a bracciale; in the lower right corner, 
a money pouch, dice, theatrical and carnival masks, a dagger, a cornetto and a 
ciaramella, and more books. in the right background there are musicians, riders 
and ruins in the distance and, in the left background, soldiers in roman armor 
marching through a triumphal archway with the roman spqr device on its en-
tablature. Behind the central tree with the arms of the vatican is what is perhaps 
intended as the castel sant angelo, while on each side is depicted an obelisk 
from those discovered, re-constructed and re-positioned by Pope sixtus v in the 
years immediately prior to the print, while Hans van aachen was still in italy.

the fourth and last plate of the series of engravings, which would have been 
featured at Braºov on the east wall, alongside italy, represents Germany in the 
person of ceres, with corn in her hair, scepter in hand, and the imperial crown 
on her lap, referring to the RomanoGermanicum Imperium, as does the double-
headed eagle on the coat of arms which hangs from the central tree. a youthful 
Bacchus stands beside her to the right, a garland of vine-leaves on his head, 
offering her a covered cup and a spear wound around with vines. in the fore-
ground, objects symbolizing German ingenuity in the mechanical arts are dis-
played: tools and weaponry, a copper-plate and two burin needles, a printing-
press; a rebec and a flute in the center, armory, a gun, a cannon and a clock in 
the lower right corner. in the background we see an army on the march, while 
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peasants drink at a village tavern, against a rural landscape with mountains, lakes 
and timber-framed buildings. the caption in the lower margin again consists of 
six lines of latin verse arranged in three columns: 

Hic Regina suas orbi Germania gazas 
Mo[n]strat, et impertit quas Dea gignit opes: 
Thesauros almæ Cereris, fontesq[ue] Lyæi, 
fulme[n] in ære cavo, cuncta[que] arata typis. 
Liber ei pater est, hinc viuere libera gaudet, 
Arma coacta capit, pocula sponte rapit.17 

On the same west wall of the room in Braºov, above the niche which is 
all that remains of the walled-up former portico of the facade, is a por-
trait bust of a woman within an oval frame, painted between bunches 

of flowers and fruits, wearing a circular headdress on her long disheveled hair, 
an antique garment draped over her right shoulder, and holding in her left hand 
a scepter which seems to terminate in a cross. in the context of the representa-
tion of the nations, this figure could hypothetically represent Europe, but more 
in the style of crispijn de Passe the Elder’s Sibylla Europaea (1601) than a Europa 
from a “Four continents” series.

During the late renaissance and Mannerist eras, allegory becomes almost the 
default mode of representing the world, in images and symbols adorning the 
frontispieces, title pages and cartouches of works of geography, cosmography, 
exploration and travel, designed by the most important artists of the age.18 On the 
title page of the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (1570), the first standardized world 
atlas created by abraham Ortelius, the most important representative of Dutch 
Golden age cartography, to whom Hans von aachen’s “Four nations” series 
was dedicated, Europe is rendered for the first time as the queen of the “Four 
Parts of the World,” wearing the crown, and holding the scepter and the orb 
which symbolize temporal power. the personification of Europe as an allegori-
cal female embodying the continent, rather than as one of Zeus’s mythological 
amours, is foreshadowed by the tradition of anthropomorphic cartography. as 
early as 1537 Johannes Putsch designed the map entitled Europa prima pars terrae 
in forma virginis, subsequently known as Europa Regina, which was first copied in 
the later editions of sebastian Münster’s Cosmographia (1570),19 and it was per-
haps the knowledge of this tradition that inspired the engraver of the Theatrum’s 
title page to represent Europa as a fully human queen. Other similar personifica-
tions, illustrating “the civilizational ideal rooted in classicism and christianity, 
the two traditions defining pre-modern Europe,”20 appear in such single-sheet 
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prints as adriaen collaert’s (1586–1591),21 or such works as the allegory do-
mus austriacae (c. 1580, also by collaert, after Jan van der straet),22 cesare 
ripa’s Iconologia (first illustrated edition, 1603),23 Les Estats, Empires, Royaumes 
et Principautes du Monde (1625, crispijn de Passe the Younger),24 or sir thomas  
Herbert’s Some Yeares Travels into Divers Parts of Asia and Afrique (1638).25 

the glorification of the power and culture of the European nations, “built 
on the geographic literature of humanism, within an encyclopedic-allegorical 
context”26 and personified by women with standardized attributes, is illustrated 
by figures such as Germania im Dienst des Kaisers—an allegorical figure placed 
under charles v’s portrait engraved by Enea vico (1550),27 Qviqvnx Polonia—
a bas-relief by Bernardo Morando on the Old Lublin Gate in Zamość (1588), 
or Italia turrita, seated on a globe and holding a scepter and a cornucopia—in 
cesare ripa’s Iconologia (first illustrated edition, 1603).28 Malcolm Jones has 
also brought to my attention Willliam Hole’s Great Britaine on the title page 
of PolyOlbion (1612), and the same engraver’s title page to Coryat’s Crudities 
(1611), with the author’s portrait surrounded by three women symbolizing 
France, Germany and italy, the latter wearing the same courtesan’s corset-dress 
as venus wears in the “Four nations” engravings, and displaying the famous 
horned hairstyle.29 

in this context, Hans von aachen’s designs of the qvatvor evropae natio-
nes, each symbolized by two classical gods, seem to be a rare, if not a unique 
theme in central European Mannerist art. these “emblematical motifs” were re-
produced on Peter Overadt’s maps (1598), also embellished with portraits and 
verses:30 italia totivs evropae brachiv[m], with the portrait of clemens viii papa 
florentinvs; germania totivs europae regnvm—with invictissimus rudolphus ii 
d. g. roman imperatur sempres avgustus; gallia—with henricvus iiii dei gratiae 
franciae galliae et navarre rex christi; and hispania regnvm, with philippus d. 
g. hispaniarvm. indiarvm, neap. sicil. hierosol. etc. rex catholicvs. the maps 
themselves were copied after Gerhardt Mercator (1554), with the exception of 
spain, which reproduces abraham Ortelius’ Regni Hispaniae (1570). as the 
arms of each nation were represented on the left hand side of the maps, the 
central trees supporting the escutcheons in the “Four nations” engravings have 
been removed.

Hans von aachen’s drawings were freely interpreted by Giacomo Franco 
and alessandro Fabri (with italian verses—end of the sixteenth century),31 by 
robert Boissard (before 1603)32 and Pierre Firens (before 1625),33 while the 
latin epigrams were transcribed by sigmund von Birken for the nuremberg 
print-publisher, Paul Fürst (1652).34



Fig. 7. gallia, map by Peter Overadt (1598), including Hans von Aachen’s motif of francia,  
in the qvatvor evropae nationes (c. 1594), engraved by Jan and Raphael Sadeler, W. R. Streitberger, 
“Five Rare Maps: Peter Overadt’s ‘Italy,’ ‘France,’ ‘Germany,’ and ‘Spain’ (1598); and Peter van 

den Keere’s ‘England’ (c. 1600),” Imago Mundi, 2nd ser., 27, 1 (1975): 48, fig. 2.
source: https://www.jstor.org/stable/1150572. 

Fig. 8. hispania regnvm, map by Peter Overadt (1598), with Hans von Aachen’s motif of hispania, 
in the qvatvor evropae nationes (c. 1594), ibid., 49, fig. 4.
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The only painter linked to the city of Braºov in the early decades of the 
seventeenth century, when the “European nations” murals are datable, 
is János Brassai Képíró, as mentioned in the Hungarian documents, a 

German painter who was recorded as twice travelling through the city of cluj, 
in the summer of 1629, from the site of the princely castle in Oradea to cetatea 
de Baltã, at the invitation of Gabriel Bethlen’s brother, stephen Bethlen, himself 
prince for a very short time, in 1630.35 an artist of sufficient stature to be ap-
preciated by the transylvanian princes could well be the author of the Braºov 
“Four nations,” the only known representation of the motif derived from Hans 
van aachen’s designs in European mural painting. 

the then owner of the house, who chose the models for the paintings, is not 
known, as archival research takes us back no further than approximately a century 
after the murals were done. Gernot nussbächer identified the earliest known 
owner as Johannes albrich (1687–1749), city physician from 1715, senator from 
1729, and author of such works as Observationes de peste Barcensi in Transilvania 
annorum 1718 et 1719, praesertim Coronae saeviter grassatae and Palladium Coro
nense, a collection of city Privileges.36 albrich would have been responsible for 
the interventions from 1720, when other further works altered the house, after 
the previous medieval and premodern phases. several new spaces were added in 
the rear of the house, comprising a vestibule with two small cross-vaulted bays 
adorned with flowers in relief at the center, opening onto the back yard, with 
window- and doorframes of very friable sandstone, now extremely degraded. 
the door lintel indicates the year of execution—1720—on the central cartouche.

after the albrich family (1713–1777), the house was the property of the 
Hiemesch family (1777–1824), who also owned the neighboring building 
next to the Black church, and who unified the ground floor spaces. starting in  
1824, Petrus Giesel, the owner of both houses, gave the façades a classicist ap-
pearance, with the portico completely hidden by the new masonry, as seen in the 
1848 drawing of Eduard Hulverding, displayed today in the Museum of Urban 
civilization in Braºov.37 since then, the ground floor openings to the square have 
undergone minor alterations, as can be seen in the photographs in the stenner 
collection (c. 1875, archiv und Bibliothek der Honterusgemeinde, Braºov). in 
1872, the two houses became the property of senator Joseph trautsch, and sub-
sequently of his heirs, the Pleckers von Pleckersfeld, who finally donated them 
to the Peter czeides Foundation of the Evangelical church of Braºov, in 1905. 
the restoration works ended in 2013, with the final phase coordinated by the 
architect Johannes Bertleff.
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The mural paintings discovered and restored in the principal room of 
the ground floor of the house at no. 16 town Hall square in Braºov, 
in the middle of the former so-called short row, represent one of the 

most valuable premodern ensembles in transylvania, with floral decorations on 
the vaults and unique figural compositions on the west wall representing the 
“European nations,” the only example of murals inspired by Hans von aachen’s 
qvatvor evropae nationes drawings engraved by Jan and raphael sadeler (c. 
1594) known in monumental European Mannerist art. 

the ensemble commissioned by the rich members of the transylvanian  
saxon urban elite who owned the house in Braºov, together with the painted 
decoration of the same era preserved in the centers of other cities, such as sibiu 
and sighiºoara, completes the lesser-known chapter of the history of art in tran-
sylvania, from the early decades of the seventeenth century.

q
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Abstract
evropae nationes: Allegories Painted in a House in Braºov  
in the Early Seventeenth Century

the present study analyses the premodern wall paintings discovered and restored in the principal 
room of the house situated at no. 16 town Hall square in Braºov, in the middle of the former 
short row, which are datable to the early decades of the seventeenth century. two fragmentary 
figurative panels with mythological figures are preserved on the west wall, and vegetal decoration 
on the vaults, with flowers painted perpendicularly to the edges, unlike the other regular schemes 
of the known “transylvanian Floral renaissance” murals of the period. the pairs of mythologi-
cal deities in the panels are derived from the drawings of Hans von aachen, engraved by Jan and  
raphael sadeler, and represent allegories of the “European nations” (c. 1594). Hermes and  
athena (who usually make up the composite alchemical motif Hermathena in Mannerist art), have 
here a different meaning and symbolize France, while Juno and Mars represent spain. the other 
two motifs of Hans von aachen’s series, italy and Germany, may have been shown on the oppo-
site eastern wall, but they were probably destroyed by the later works which remodeled the house. 
this ensemble comissioned by the rich members of the transylvanian saxon urban elite who 
owned the house is the only example of murals inspired by Hans van aachen’s qvatvor evropae 
nationes (c. 1594) known today in monumental European art. 

Keywords
transylvania, Braºov, mural painting, qvatvor evropae nationes, “Four European nations,” Hans 
von aachen, Jan and raphael sadeler


